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Importing Orders into EZ-QC
Orders can be imported into Order Manager from your yard management system. See below for the method
that fits your yard.

From Powerlink
1

EZ-Suite will install a service on your server that will work with Powerlink to import your orders.

2

Your order will import into Order Manager as soon as the Work Order is saved in Powerlink.

*Note

When using Order Manager, it is important that your Work Orders provide all the needed
information. Specifically, you need to have your Delivery Truck match the Ship Via name in our
system identically or it will cause that order to Error.

3

Once an order enters our site, you will finish processing that part within Order Manager. If a change is
made to the workorder before the part has begun processing, then that change will update
automatically.

4

If processing has already begun, you will get an Error showing that order information could not be
updated. You should review these errors and manually adjust orders when needed.

5

You will need to Invoice the order from within Powerlink, then finalize that order in Order Manager.

From Pinnacle (With Hotlines)
1

When using Pinnacle with Hotlines, your orders will enter Order Manager once they have been saved as
a Work Order.

*Note

When using Order Manager, it is important that your Work Orders provide all the needed
information. Specifically, you will need to have your Delivery Truck match the Ship Via name in
our system identically or it will cause that order to Error.

2

Once an order enters our site, you finish processing that part within Order Manager. If a change is
made to the Work Order before the part has begun processing, then that change will update
automatically.

3

If processing has already begun, you will get an Error showing that order information could not be
updated. You should review these errors and manually adjust orders when needed.
You will need to Invoice the order from within Pinnacle, then finalize that order in Order Manager.

4
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Importing Orders into EZ-QC
*Note

You can also save and email a Work Order PDF from
Pinnacle into EZ-Suite. (Ask EZ-Suite Support for your
site’s email address)

From Manual Entry
1

In the upper left corner of your Order Manager screen you can
select the three dots for more options.

2

Select New Order and fill out all the needed information.

3

Once you save that order it will enter Order Manager for processing.

*Note

It is important to add the salesperson, product, Ship Via, and part status. Without this
information, the order will cause an exception.
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Customizing EZ-QC Settings
When using EZ-QC there may be times where you need to adjust or configure information in your site settings.
Below are examples of settings that may need adjusted.
Go to Settings>Sites>Select your yard to enter the settings.

Customizing User Information
1

In the User tab you can select New User to create a new user or select a current user and double click to
edit their information.

2

Users are given two sets of permissions.
• The first set of permissions apply to the Role selected. The Role will determine what that user
has access to view and use in EZ-Suite.
• The second set of permissions are selected using the check boxes within the User screen itself.
These check boxes correspond to specific processes within EZ-Runner and EZ-QC.

*Note
3

Order Manager permissions correspond to actions on ez.delivery. Order Manager Job Types
correspond to what a user can process using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application.

Within the User screen, you can manually set a password or select Reset Password to send a reset link
to the user’s email.

Roles
Roles determine what a user has access to view and use in EZ-Suite. Roles can vary from site to site, but the
most frequently used Roles are:
Admin

Highest level of access. Access to view any available settings and use all applications.

Dispatcher (Order fulfilment)

Access to Customers, Parts, and Trucks in the settings. Access to view and edit
within EZ-Route, EZ-Runner, and EZ-QC.
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Customizing EZ-QC Settings
Accounting

Access to view but not edit Customers, Drivers and Users. Access to view but not edit Tracking,
EZ-Runner and Order Manager.

Runner Full

Access to view and edit EZ-Runner only. No access to settings.

Runner View

Access to view EZ-Runner only. No access to settings.

Sales

Access to view Tracking, EZ-Runner and Order Manager. Access to the
Customer tab in settings.

QC PP

Access to view and edit orders in Order Manager. No access to settings.

*Note

Contact EZ-Suite Support for help with any Role adjustments.

Editing and Adding Ship Vias
1

In the Ship Via tab, you will see all the Ship Vias that correspond with delivery methods on incoming
Work Orders. (These must include UPS, FedEx, CPU, etc.)

2

If the delivery method corresponds to an EZ-Route truck, then you will need to enter the Trucks tab to
edit that Ship Via’s name.

3

Double click on any existing Ship Via or select New Ship Via, to edit the name (making sure to match
what is found in your yard management system exactly). You can also edit the Cutoff time, edit the
Process By times, and choose to show orders in purple for a Process By Time Warning.

*Note

Editing Ship Vias can heavily impact the use of Order Manager. Anytime you need to add or
edit Ship Vias make sure to check with EZ-Suite Support.

Quality Settings
*Note

Do not edit Quality settings without consulting with EZ-Suite Support first.

1

Everything in the Quality tab directly impacts the everyday use of EZ-QC.

2

You will very rarely need to adjust Quality settings; however, this is where you will need to go to do so.
Each tab within the Quality settings has a specific purpose.
Workflows
A specific set of Jobs that are applied to Groups.
Groups
Part types grouped with similar parts that are processed in similar
ways.
Commission Groups
Part types grouped with similar parts that will be commissioned
in similar ways. Contact EZ-Support to start using Commissions.
Drop Locations
Can be assigned to an order from Tag Assignment Rules and usually
refers to a specific delivery method.
Part Statuses
The status of a part appears on the Work Order.
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Customizing EZ-QC Settings
Production Types

Can be assigned to an order from Tag Assignment Rules and used to
group orders when sorted by production type in Order Manager.
Status Sorts
Allows you to set a sort order for Quality Statuses so they will be
displayed by whatever status you prioritize.
Tag Assignment Rules A set of rules that assigns Drop Locations and Production Types
to every order that enters Order Manager.
*Note

This is the most important section within your Quality settings. Do not
make any adjustments to your Tag Assignment Rules without fully
understanding what impact that change may have on your site as a
whole. If you have questions, contact EZ-Suite Support for assistance.

Job Types

Assigned to Jobs and correlates with the permissions found in a User’s
Settings. Only users with permissions related to that Job Type will be
able to view and perform those Jobs.

Jobs

Created using processing questions for a specific part of a Workflow.

Answer Types

3

Sets of answers that can be applied to Jobs so you can have more
accurate answer options to specific processing questions.
Quality settings will impact every order that enters Order Manager. If you need to make an adjustment
and are not positive of how to do so, EZ-Suite Support is here to help.
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Navigating Order Manager
EZ-QC is found in the Order Manager screen located in the icons on the left side of EZ-Suite. It will be your hub
for all post-sale order information. You can utilize Order Manager in many ways depending on your needs and
the role you perform within the yard.

Selecting the Correct Filter and View
1

When you first enter Order Manager you will choose selections from the dropdowns across the top
of the screen. The left dropdown is to select the yard where you are (only if necessary). The next
dropdown is to select Filters. The final dropdown at the top right is to select Views.

2

Next to each of the Filter and View dropdowns there is a pencil icon. This icon allows you to edit
and add new filters and views.

3

Filters are used to search for specific orders and Views are how they are arranged and organized on
the screen.

4

Within the Filter editing, you can also select a specific view as the default for a specific search.

5

This will automatically switch the View to the default view anytime you select that Filter.

*Note Most order dispatchers will work within the Order Fulfillment filter, while salespeople usually
want to work within their Resolutions filter.
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Navigating Order Manager
Locating the Correct Order
1

Order Manager has various ways to locate an order.

A
B

C

Type here to filter can be used within any filter where data is displayed. It will search
and filter the results to show only those that match your criteria in that field.
The Advance Search is the most specific search available. You access it using the
Advance Search selection in the Filter dropdown or you can access it by clicking the F3
quick key.
You can use Quick Search across the top of the screen to locate an order using the Work
Order, Purchase Order or Order Number. You also can access Quick Search by clicking
the F4 key.

Where to Edit and Adjust Orders
1

Depending on your Role and Permissions at a yard there is the ability to edit and adjust orders.

2

You can right click on an order to see the available actions you can take.

3

Selecting the top option Edit Order opens the information about the selected order. You can then
adjust any needed information within the info tabs on the left side. There are also many other
options available within the menu.
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Navigating Order Manager
*Note It is important that these tasks be handled on the Work Order and in Processing as much as
possible. The more times something is manually done, the less information we have. The main
process that will always be handled manually is Finalizing an order.
4

You can also View Delivery Information and Send Orders to EZ-Route/EZ-Runner with a right click.
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Using Order Manager Filters and Views
In Order Manager you will need to select the correct filter to view specific orders. Each filter is designed for a
different task, and some filters can be edited to better reflect what you would like to see. Not all users will need
to use all the filters.
You can select a view from the upper right dropdown. Views determine the columns of data displayed on your
screen and the order of those columns. You also can select criteria for how to group and sort the orders.

Order Manager Filters
1

Filters are in the upper left dropdown next to the Quick Search.

2

You will be able to view all available filters here, starting with a standard set of views and then
continuing into custom views.
• Standard filters serve a specific purpose and cannot be edited.
• Custom filters are initially consistent from user to user; however, these filters are customizable
and can be edited by individual users.

Standard Preset Filters
Not Finalized

Orders that have not been finalized.

My Open Orders

Orders that have you listed as the salesperson that have not yet
been finalized.

Exceptions

Orders that are missing information causing an exception.

Process By Warnings

Orders that are within their depart time warning and are
showing in purple.

Process By Today

Orders grouped by delivery date and sorted from oldest to
newest so you can determine what orders may need to be
completed first.
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Using Order Manager Filters and Views
Route Manager

Locates all orders with an EZ-Route Ship Via that have not yet
been marked as delivered, regardless of Quality Status.

Route Manager-Confirmed

Locates all orders in a Complete Quality Status with an EZRoute Ship Via that have not yet been marked as delivered.

Alternate Part Acknowledgment

Any order with a Quality Status of Replaced will be shown here.

Advance Search

Allows you to create a search based on as many or as few
specifications that you would like to add.

Custom Filters
Cut Time

The cut time is a time selected to cut off processing for orders going on
a specific mode of delivery.
Organizes all the orders based upon the cut time assigned to their given
Ship Via in Order Manager.

Order Fulfillment

Used by order dispatchers to assign active Work Orders. Groups orders
into production types to be assigned and processed.

Production Receiving

Orders that are waiting to be received from a brokering partner.

Sales

Orders in the system that are not in resolution.
Sales is usually the most customized filter. Many will choose to
customize Sales to reflect just their own orders, or to reflect
finalized/non-finalized orders.

Resolutions/Inventory Control Orders with some sort of action needed. Most orders here will
simply need reviewed and finalized out of the system. However, Stalled
orders will need to be kept track of and responded to quickly so that
processing is not delayed.

3

Return Management

Route Pickups in your Order Manager, can be marked as a Complete
Quality Status. It then will show up in your Route Manager –
Confirmed filter to be sent to EZ-Route.

Ready to Invoice

Orders that are in a Complete Quality Status but are not yet finalized.
This signifies the order is ready to be delivered or picked up and,
depending on your operation, you can then invoice that order in your
yard management system.

By selecting the Pencil icon next to the filter dropdown, you can edit Custom filters as well as add new
filters. Select New Filter or choose a filter from the list on the left. Then you can modify the search
qualifications for your needs.
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Using Order Manager Filters and Views

Order Manager Views
1

Views are found in the dropdown in the upper right side of Order Manager.

2

A View is how you choose to organize the orders on the screen. A View determines the columns of data
displayed on your screen and the order of those columns You will also be able to set Groups and Sorts
to further refine how you are viewing orders.

3

You can access Standard preset views that are not able to be adjusted, as well Custom views which can
be adjusted.

4

Select the Pencil next to the Views dropdown to edit.
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Using Order Manager Filters and Views
*Note
When editing a filter, you can also select a specific view as the default for a specific search. This
will automatically switch the View to the default view anytime you select that Filter. When used properly you
should rarely have to manually change your View. The Views should change
automatically when selecting
different Filters.

Importing and Exporting Filters and Views
When you enter the editing screen for a Filter or a View there are options to Import, Export and Export All.
These options allow you to save your Filter or View and then export to another user.
When you are importing a filter, you will first want to import the filter and then select to Save the filter before
further editing it or assigning it a default view.
In your Views you can additionally choose to copy a current view directly in Order Manager and then make an
adjustment to the copy.
*Note If you import a filter that causes an error, you should remove that filter and then manually
create a new filter to match what you were attempting to import. As always EZ-Suite support is
here to help. Please contact us if you have any issues.
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Resolutions, Exceptions and Errors
In Order Manager there may be orders that need additional information or require a response. These orders are
visible in the Resolutions/Inventory Control filter and are indicated by red notification messages at the top of
Order Manager.

Resolutions
1

When you are viewing the Resolutions/Inventory Control filter you will see orders with a Quality Status
of Cancelled, Stopped, Replaced or Stalled.

2

Each order is reflecting a Quality Status for a reason and will require a specific action based on the
status.
Cancelled Orders that are in a cancelled status simply need to be reviewed for
reason of cancellation and then can be finalized.
Stopped

Orders that have been denied during processing. These parts might need to be
adjusted in your inventory to reflect any damage or reason for being denied.
When finished reviewing finalize these orders to move them out of Order
Manager.

Replaced

If an alternate for an order has been selected then the original part will show as
Replaced. Review the replaced orders to determine if you need to make an
adjustment to your inventory, then finalize these orders.

Stalled

As part pullers respond to processing questions on their tablet, they may
answer a question in a way that prompts the need for an approval.
In these cases, the part puller will be asked to add additional notes and photos
to provide context. Below are the available options.

Approve

Allows the part to continue processing and to be sold.

Deny

Stops the processing for this specific part.
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Resolutions, Exceptions and Errors
Request Sales Approval

Sends this approval request to the attached salesperson.

Request Customer Approval

Sends this approval request to the attached broker or the
partner app for the customer to be able to view and
approve/deny the request.

*Note Override approval can be given to specific users. This enables them to:
•
•

Override a previously answered approval.
Approve/deny a stalled order that may not have been directly sent to them.

If an order is approved at any point in this process, it will return directly to the tablet of the parts puller for them
to continue processing the order.
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Resolutions, Exceptions and Errors

Exceptions
1

Exceptions will show at the top of Order Manager in a red rectangle and will be visible in your
Resolutions/ Inventory Control filter.

2

Select the Exceptions rectangle to view the Exception Information to the right to determine what needs
adjusted on the order.

3

Right click and edit the order for the missing information. Once the correct information is added the
part will move out of Exceptions automatically.

Errors
1

Errors show at the top of Order Manager in a red rectangle.

*Note

It is crucial to review an Error as these orders will not be visible in Order Manager until the
Error has been addressed.

2

Once you are viewing the Errors, click on an individual order to view the cause of the error before
deleting it.

3

Some common errors:
Unknown Ship Via Will need the original Work Order adjusted to include a Ship Via that the
system recognizes as an exact match to a listed Ship Via in your settings.
Part Changed

Signifies a change to the original part on the Work Order, however the
part has already entered processing and will need to be manually
adjusted or cancelled.
Sometimes this error will be the result of a Work Order change that has
no effect on the order processing. In this case you will allow the original
part to continue processing and delete the error.

Other

Will contain orders where an error was found but is not one of the
previous reasons.
Select the order and view the updated information to determine if any
change is needed before deleting the error.
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Production Receiving (Brokered) and Internal Transfers
For orders that are being received from external facilities you will have a different process to receive those parts
before they can be processed.

Production Receiving Brokered Parts
1

In your Production Receiving filter, you will find orders that are in appropriate statuses such as
Brokered Part, Waiting on Broker, In Transit from Broker, or New (where applicable) Part Status.

2

The order will also show a chain link in the Indicator Column.

3

The chain link will be open initially.

4

If an order is entered into Order Manager from the brokering yard with a matching PO# then the chain
link will be closed.

5

Initially when a brokered order enters Order Manager it will have a Waiting on Broker Quality Status.

6

If you are using EZ-Runner, the Quality Status will move to In Transit from Broker when that order has
been scanned as loaded onto an EZ-Runner truck.

7

When the part arrives at your facility it will need to be received.

If you and the broker are using EZ-Runner, and the chain link is closed:
•

You will scan the parts as Unloaded and they will move to a New Quality Status in Order Manager.

If you or your broker are not using EZ-Runner:

•
•
•
•

You will need to open your Production Receiving filter.
Select all orders that have arrived.
Right click, and manually mark the orders as received.
This will move the orders into a New Quality Status.

8

Once brokered orders have been received and are in a New Quality Status you will be able to process
them.

9

Select these orders in the EZ-Quality App to complete their processing or manually complete orders in
bulk by selecting them in Order Manager and manually marking them as completed.
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Production Receiving (Brokered) and Internal Transfers
Internal Transfers
1

When your facility operates multiple locations, you will need to use EZ-Runner to transfer parts from
one location to another.

2

For internal transfers, there will be two Quality Orders created from the single Work Order. The first
order is for the yard pulling the part, and the second order populates at the yard that will be selling the
part.

3

The pulling yard will process their order to completion, then finalize that order and scan it as an EZRunner Internal transfer.

4

The Receiving yard will have an order in the Waiting on Broker Status. It then moves to In Transit from
Broker once it has been scanned as loaded. Then it moves to New Status when scanned as Unloaded
by the receiving yard.

5

Once all the Internal Transfer Parts have been scanned as Unloaded, go to the Internal Transfer filter.
Ask EZ-Support if you do not have this filter. You should be viewing all the orders that were just
Unloaded in a New Status.

6

Select these orders in the EZ-Quality App to complete their processing or manually complete orders in
bulk by selecting them in Order Manager and manually mark them as completed.

7

Continue to process and deliver these parts just like any other order.

*Note

Parts being delivered via your own delivery trucks will move into the Route Manager-Confirmed
filter as soon as they are marked as complete. Then right click and send to EZ-Route. As they are
marked delivered in EZ-Route they will fall off this list. At the end of each day the Route
Manager-Confirmed list should be reconciled to reflect no remaining orders for that day’s date.
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Processing and Delivery Dates and Times
Order Manager has optimized many processes to save time for you and your facility. Knowing and
understanding cut off times, process by times and scheduled delivery dates is crucial to the success of these
tools.

Cut Off Time
1

The cut off time is applied to a specific form of delivery in the Ship Vias tab. The cut off time will be used
to separate orders in your Cut Off Time filter.

2

When an order enters Order Manager it will be assigned a cut time. This time will either be for the
current day or the following day (Set by EZ-Suite Support), and it will relate to the cut time set for this
order’s Ship Via.

Example:
Settings

Ship Via: Truck One, Cut off time: 3pm, Default Scheduled Delivery: Today

Order 1:

Work Order is written in your yard management system and saved with a Truck One Ship Via at
2:45PM.

Order 2:

Work Order is written in your yard management system and saved with a Truck One Ship Via at
3:15PM

Results:

Order 1 would show in the Cut Off Time filter with a cutoff of the current date, while Order 2
would show in the Cut Off Time filter with tomorrow’s date.

Process By Time
1

The Process By Time is applied to a specific form of delivery in the Ship Vias tab. The Process By Time
will show warnings in your Order Manager.

2

Process By
•
•
•

Day of
Day Before
None

Process by day of delivery at the given time.
Process orders the day before scheduled delivery at a given time.
Process orders with no Process By Time applied to these orders.
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Processing and Delivery Dates and Times
3

You can choose to Show Order Manager Warning and then choose how
much time before the Process By Time you would like to be warned in
Order Manager.

4

The Warning will turn the entire line purple. Any order that ends up with a Process By Time warning will
show in the Process By Warning filter.

Scheduled Delivery Date
1

Scheduled delivery dates are initially taken from
the Work Order and then updated within Order
Manager once processing is complete.

2

In Order Manager you will be prompted to
select the Scheduled Delivery Date once you
finalize an order. This allows you to have the
most accurate delivery date once the processing
of a part is fully completed.

*Note

You can have EZ-Suite Support apply a setting where you will also be prompted for schedule
delivery on any order that is manually completed.
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Route Pickups
A Route Pickup is an order that enters Order Manager to be completed and sent to EZ-Route to be added to a
driver’s manifest for pick up along with the other deliveries.
A Route Pickup can be manually added to Order Manager via the three dots in the top left corner on the EZSuite Order Manager screen.

Route Pickups can also enter EZ-Suite Order Manager through a delivery ticket with a negative dollar amount in
Pinnacle or Powerlink.
1

Once the Route Pickup is entered into the system the orders are separated into production type of
Route Pickup.

2

They will be viewable from your Route Manager-Confirmed filter. This allows you to send them to
EZ-Route along with all the delivery orders on that route.

3

As the driver marks his stops as completed, they will fall off the Route Manager-Confirmed filter
and be marked EZ-Route Status - Picked Up (as seen in the screen shot of the EZ-Route App).
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Route Pickups
4

As the parts return to the store you will use the Return
Management filter to process the Route Pickup Returns. This
filter groups Route Pickups by the route they returned on and
secondly by their EZ-Route status (either Not Sent or Picked
Up).

5

After locating the parts that are listed as EZ-Route-Picked Up,
confirm why they were picked up/returned. Then you will
finalize them to remove them from Order Manager.
Simultaneously you will credit the customer in your yard
management system.
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Using Route Manager – Confirmed
Route Manager-Confirmed is found in the filter menu on Order Manager. It is used to move orders to EZ-Route
for delivery. This filter shows only orders in a Complete status that have a Ship Via recognized by EZ-Route.

1

Select Route Manager – Confirmed from the filter menu, as seen in the above example.

2

You will need to Clean Up or reconcile the previous day’s orders to reflect your current set of
deliveries. In the above example all selected orders are left over from the previous day. From here
you have three options.
A

Manually Marking the Order as Delivered This part was delivered but was not marked
Delivered in EZ-Route. Marking it as Delivered allows it to fall off this list.

B

Removing the Order from Route Manager Only remove orders from Route Manager if the
order has been changed or cancelled.

C

Setting the Scheduled Delivery Date The Scheduled Delivery Date is applied to a part when it is
finalized in Order Manager. If the part still needs to be delivered, you will select the option Set
Scheduled Delivery Date to update it to reflect the next available day for delivery.
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Using Route Manager – Confirmed
3

If an order was previously sent to EZ-Route, it will
have an EZ-Route Status of Sent.

4

If that part were on a published route it would reflect
Published or Out for Delivery.

5

If it has not been sent to EZ-Route the status will be
Not Sent.

6

If the Not Sent order is complete and ready for delivery, select
that order and send it to EZ-Route.

7

If an order is Sent but has not been delivered or published, you
may need to send it again.

8

If the order was sent to EZ-Route but not delivered the status
will say Not Delivered. In this case you have the option to right
click and View Delivery Information.

9

This action will pull up any tracking information and notes
about why the part may not have been delivered. You then can
decide about adjusting the delivery date and attempting to
deliver the order again.

Delivery information screens have details about the delivery. This is an
example for a part that was Not Delivered.
After you have reconciled the previous day’s orders, you would then
be looking at only current and future delivery dates. On these orders
there are Indicators to convey specific information about the part:
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Using Route Manager – Confirmed
In this example you can see green and yellow circles
in the indicator’s column.
Example A is in yellow. Yellow indicators alert you
that not all parts for that Work Order have been
completely processed.
If you hover over the indicator with your cursor there
is more detail. In this example only 4 of 5 parts are
complete for this Work Order causing it to be flagged
as Incomplete.
Example B is in green. Green indicators signify that
all parts on the Work Order are processed and in a
Completed status.
These orders are ready to be sent to EZ-Route if they
have not already been sent.

10 After all adjustments have been made, orders have been sent to EZ-Route, and delivery dates are
accurate, you are then ready to move to the routing screen.
11 As drivers make their stops and mark parts as Delivered on the EZ-Route App, the parts will fall off
this list.
12 The remaining parts will be waiting for reconciliation the following day, repeating the above
process.
13 This will be a daily task to keep up with deliveries being made and to keep track of what has been
delivered and what may need to be delivered.
14 Each day you will be adjusting these orders to reflect only current and future delivery dates.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application
The Mobile Application is a crucial piece of EZ-QC. On the application you will be able to process orders and add
notes and photos along the way.
You will be able to work on orders that have either been assigned to you or that are open assignment jobs that
you have authorization to perform.

Downloading EZ-Quality
Download EZ-Quality in Google Play or Apple App Stores.
Search for EZ-Quality and select the app created by StepMobile.
*Note Sometimes applications do not show up in searches in an app store. If this is the case, you may need to
search for EZ-Route and then find Similar Apps .

Login
To login to EZ-Quality you will need to have an account created with an email and password. The account can
be created/accessed/adjusted by an admin.

Once logged in, you will be able to see all orders that are available for you to process.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application
Once an order is selected, you can view so quick information including Work Order notes and a
copy of the order.

Once an order is selected you will answer processing questions.
• Each answer is maintained in the record of the part.
• Some answers have actions associated with them such as requesting to add notes and photos or
stalling the order for the salesperson to approve.
When you are prompted to add notes and photos, you can write in the note box and then add as
many photos as you need.
Additionally, you can add notes and photos at any time by selecting the camera icon in the upper
right of the questions window.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application

Once you have answered the processing questions you have two options. One will be Cancel, and
the other will be to Complete or Pause.
•

If the questions are answered and no actionable answers were found, you will see Complete
which submits this job and moves the part to the next job in the workflow.

•

If there is a question that is answered with an actionable response you will see Pause.

•

When you select Pause, there is a notification screen that will ask you to provide notes and
photos. Once you have added the notes and photos and submitted them, the order will moved
to a Stalled status in Order Manager and will stay there until someone approves/denies that
part.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application

The person making the decision to approve or deny the order will be able to view the answers
submitted to all the processing questions. They will also see any added notes from the part puller
about why the order was being Paused. They can then choose from these responses.
•

Request Customer Approval

Forwards this request to the customer for them to make the
call. This is not available in all circumstances.

•

Deny

Stops the processing of the part. The order does not reappear
on the tablet of the part puller. In the case where a part is
going to be alternated you will want to deny the request and
then alternate the part.

•

Approve

Returns the order to the tablet of the part puller so they can
Complete their processing. Includes notes from the approval.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application

In the upper right of the app there is a menu. The main three options are:
•

Update Drop Location Updates the drop location listed on the part in Order Manager. This
impacts how the order appears in filters and should only be used when needed. Check with an
Admin before ever updating a drop location.

•

Disconnect Scanner This will disconnect the scanner from EZ-Quality and will allow the scanner
to connect to a different application or different device.

•

Logout Logs the user out. Returns you to the home screen to log back in.

Scanning in EZ-Quality
All orders being processed in Order Manager will have an order tag that can be printed and applied
to a part. It will display important order information as well as a barcode.
The barcode can be used to quickly scan and open a job for a part.
*Note

You can only scan the tag of an order that is assigned to you or that is openly assigned
to a job type you are authorized to perform.

The barcode on the tag is commonly used in the Final QC portion of a workflow. In most cases the
Part Puller is assigned a job, while the Final QC portion begins after the Part Puller is done with their
job.
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Using the EZ-Quality Mobile Application
The Final QC tablet populates with any job that is finished with Picking and waiting for Final QC.
The Final QC person scans the tag of the part instead of manually scrolling and searching for the
part on their tablet.
*Note

We recommend the use of KOAMTAC KDC 270Li and KDC 470Li scanners in SPP and
Pairing Mode.
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EZ-QC Key Terms and Definitions
Quality Statuses
New- Parts that have been uploaded to EZ-Quality/Order Manager but have not started an order fulfillment
process. Typically, these parts are waiting to be assigned to an order processor.
Working- Parts that are currently assigned to an order processor and is being processed w attached to one
specific job (i.e. Picking, Shipping) for processing.
Waiting- The part has completed one or more jobs but has not completed its entire workflow (sequence of jobs
the part must complete in order to be ready) and is waiting on the next job in the process to be performed.
Paused- The part is still in the process of the current assigned job but could not be fully completed and is not
currently being worked on. Reasons a part can be paused;
•
•

The part was paused by the technician who went to work on something else
The part was previously in resolution and has been approved. The part will remain paused until the
technician resumes work on the part

Stalled-Sales- The part is in resolution due to a job answer that requires the part to be approved or denied by
the Salesperson attached to this order. These are questions built into the job(s) to ensure part quality/selection
Stalled-Order Fulfillment/Dispatcher -The part is in resolution due to a job answer that requires the part to be
approved or denied by someone with the Role shown. These are questions built into the job(s) to ensure part
quality/selection
Stalled (Customer)-The part is in resolution based off an answer to a question during processing, and the
approval request has been sent on to the end customer.
Stopped- Indicates the part was either stopped based off the answers given during processing or the part was
denied during the resolution process. Stopped orders need to be adjusted on the YMS workorder for an
alternate, or a new workorder needs created for a replacement part. The existing stopped order in EZ-QC then
needs finalized in order to be removed from resolutions.
Waiting on Broker- The part has not completed processing through the supplying yards EZQC process.
In transit from broker- The part has left the supplier/broker yard and is in transit to your yard. If the supplier is
an EZ-Runner facility the part can be quickly tracked by clicking on the EZRunner Tracking number in the
Received Via Column.
Complete- The entire workflow (all jobs) have been completed for this part(s) and should be placed in their final
Drop Location.
Replaced- An alternate part was chosen for this order. This may require the original workorder to be corrected
in the YMS prior to invoicing if not already adjusted.
Canceled – The order for the part has been canceled and is no longer needed. Canceled Orders must be finalized
to be removed from resolution views. Cancelled orders occur by manually marking the part(s) in EZ-QC or via an
updated order being sent into Order Manager depending on the YMS extraction.
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EZ-QC Key Terms and Definitions
Finalized- The part has been completely processed, invoiced, and shipped. Finalized orders can be found
through a view, advanced search, or quick search bar.
Exception- Highlights an issue with the order before it can begin processing.
•
•
•
•

Could not find part status – The part status field on the order is missing or improperly imported.
No workflow assigned - The part(s) was unable to assign a workflow upon importing the order into EZQC.
Could not find product - The product field on the order is missing or the product does not match EZ-QC’s
list of products.
Delivery is not valid for an EZ-Runner Shipment being shipped- The customer information does not
match the information in EZ-Runner. Typically, the official EZ-Runner Roster phone number.

Quality Settings Tabs
Workflows – a specific set of Jobs that are applied to Groups.
Groups – All of the possible part types separated into similar parts that are processed in similar ways.
Commission Groups – All possible part types separated into similar parts that will be commissioned in similar
ways. (Contact EZ Support to start using Commissions)
Drop Locations – Can be assigned to an order from Tag Assignment Rules and usually refers to a specific delivery
method.
Part Statuses – The status of a part that is taken off the work order.
Production Types – Can be assigned to an order from Tag Assignment Rules, used to group orders into specific
groupings when sorted by production type in Order Manager.
Status Sorts – Allow you to set a sort order for Quality Statuses so they will be displayed based off whatever
status you deem to be most important.
Tag Assignment Rules – A set of rules that assign Drop Locations and Production Types to every order that
enters Order Manager. This is the most important section within your Quality settings. Do not make any
adjustments to your Tag Assignment Rules without fully understanding what impact that change may have on
your Site as a hole. If you have questions, contact EZ Suite Support for assistance.
Job Types – Assigned to specific Jobs and correlate with the permissions found in a User’s Settings. Only users
with that job type permission will be able to view and preform any job with a given job type.
Jobs – Processing questions for a specific part of a Workflow.
Answer Types – Sets of answers that can be applied to Jobs so you can have more accurate answer options to
specific processing questions.
Filters
Not Finalized – All orders that have not been finalized.
My Open Orders – Orders that have you listed as the salesperson that have not yet been finalized.
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EZ-QC Key Terms and Definitions
Exceptions – Any orders that are missing information causing an exception.
Process By Warnings – All orders that have gotten within their depart time warning and are showing in purple.
Process By Today – Shows orders grouped by delivery date and then sorted from oldest to newest so you can
determine what orders may need to be completed first.
Route Manager – Locates all orders with an EZ Route ship via that have not yet been marked as delivered,
regardless of quality status.
Route Manager Confirmed – Locates all orders in a Complete quality status with an EZ Route ship via that have
not yet been marked delivered.
Alternate Part Acknowledgment – Any order with a quality status of Replaced will be shown here.
Advance Search – Allows you to create a search based on as many or as few specifications that you would like to
add.
Cut Time – Organizes all the orders based upon the cut time assigned to their given Ship Via in Order Manager.
The cut time is a time selected to cut off processing for orders going on a specific mode of delivery.
Order Fulfillment – Used by order dispatchers to assign active work orders. Groups orders into production types
to be assigned and processed.
Production Receiving – Shows all orders that are waiting to be received from a brokering partner.
Sales – Shows all orders in the system that are not in resolution. Sales is usually the most customized filter,
many will choose to customize sales to reflect just their own orders, or to reflect finalized/non finalized orders.
Resolutions/Inventory Control – Will show you all orders with some sort of action being needed. Most orders
here will simply need reviewed and finalized out of the system. However, Stalled orders will need to be kept
track of and responded to quickly so that processing is not delayed.
Return Management – Shows all the Route Pickups in your order manager, allows you to easily mark a Route
Pickup as a Complete Quality Status and then it will show up in your Route Manager – Confirmed filter to be
sent to EZ Route.
Ready to Invoice – All orders that are now in a Complete Quality status but are not yet finalized. This signifies
that the order is ready to be delivered or picked up and depending on your operation you can then invoice that
order in your yard management system.
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